
 

 

Scott’s Take on Tubing Tiny Tot’s – Part II 

TOT’s, BOB’s, & Leftovers 

 

Remember newborns come in two flavors:  1) Mom’s knows she’s pregnant & more or guess how far 

along she is. (Dates & decimals - See previous Peds Pearl)  2) Mom doesn’t know she’s pregnant & 

therefore, not a clue how far along she is. 

If mom doesn’t know that she’s pregnant, not to mention how far along she is, and the newborn delivers 

anywhere outside of labor & delivery where they like to deliver babies (i.e. the back of the ambulance or 

the ER waiting room), how do you figure out what size endotracheal tube to place?  Simply TOT’s, BOB’s 

& Leftovers. 

TOT’s, aka. “Tiny ‘ol Things.”  At first glance, these are the tiniest babies you’ve ever seen in your 

career.  If the baby is the tiniest baby you’ve ever seen, rip open your peds bag or top drawer of your 

crash cart & grab the tiniest ‘ol tube you can find, i.e. a 2.5 oral ETT. 

BOB’s, aka. “Big ‘ol Babies.”  At first glance, these are the 14# (7kg) babies who pop out screaming 

“FEED ME!”  If the baby is a “normal” sized baby, rip open your peds bag or top drawer of your crash 

cart & grab a bigger tube, i.e. a 3.5 (or even a 4.0) oral ETT. 

LEFTOVERS, aka. “Scrawny Little Squirts.”  At first glance, these are not the tiniest babies you’ve ever 

seen, but they also are certainly not “normal/full term” sized babies.  The preemie babies in the middle 

between “TOT’s & BOB’s” get the tube size that’s leftover between a 2.5 & a 3.5 ETT, i.e. a 3.0 oral ETT. 

So in summary… Tiny ‘ol things (TOT’s) get a tiny ‘ol tube, i.e. 2.5.  Big ‘ol babies (BOB’s) get a bigger 

tube, i.e. 3.5.  Leftovers (scrawny little squirts) get the tube that’s leftover, i.e. a 3.0.  If mom is an 

Opussum with an average gestation time of only 12-13 days, you’re on your own! 
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